A semiempirical model of single differential cross sections (SDCS) for ionization of water vapor by fast electrons and bare ions is presented. At low secondary-electron energy, the model is based on an asymptotic expansion of the first Born approximation with coefficients, that are independent of projectile properties, evaluated from experimental photoabsorption and protonimpact ionization data. As the secondary-electron energy increases, the model converges to a binary-encounter approximation. Comparisons with measured differential, total, and dissociative cross sections for ionization of water by fast electrons are used to test the model. For primary electrons with energy greater than about 500 eV, agreement with these data is generally within experimental uncertainty; however, some discrepancies of uncertain origin exist.
INTRODUCTION
Semiempirical models based on Bethe' s' theory of energy loss by fast charged particles have been extremely useful in extending the data base of differential ionization cross sections.26 This approach requires evaluation of coefficients in an asymptotic expansion of the first Born approximation. ' Coefficients of the lowest-order term in this expansion are related to the target's optical oscillator strength, which can be deduced from photoabsorption data. ' Although the optical oscillator strength is the dominant factor determining the spectrum of low-energy secondary electrons ejected by highvelocity ions, higher-order terms can also be important. We have used proton-impact-ionization data in conjunction with photoionization cross sections to evaluate coefficients of the first two terms in the Bethe expansion.4p5 Like the optical oscillator strengths, the higher-order coefficients are also independent of projectile properties. Hence, coefficients that are based on data obtained with high-energy protons can be used to predict single differential cross sections (SDCS) for ionization of the target by any bare ion or electron of sufficient energy to make the Bethe theory valid. 6 The accuracy of this data extrapolation technique is mainly limited by experimental uncertainty in the photoionization data and proton-impact SDCS used to determine the expansion coefficients. Experimental uncertainty is particularly large in measurements of SDCS for ejection of lowenergy secondary electrons from water by proton i m p a~t .~ Since total cross sections for ionization by charged particles are determined mainly by the ejection of low energy secondtron energy. For this purpose, we have adapted a function employed by Dillon and In~kutil'-'~ and by Dillon et a1. l4 to fit optical oscillator strengths, generalized oscillator strengths ( W S ) , and secondary-electron spectra.
In the following section of this paper, the theoretical basis of our semiempirical model is briefly reviewed. The next section describes application of the model to water vapor and compares calculated differential, total, and dissociative cross sections for ionization of H,O by fast electrons with experimental data."-" Our results are summarized in the final section.
THEORY
For a target that contains N subshells with ionization potentials I,, the first Born approximation to the cross section for ejection of secondary electrons with energy between Wand W + d Wby an ion with charge Z, mass M, and velocity v can be written in the form where a, is the Bohr radius (0.529 A), R is the Rydberg (13.6 eV), and T = jmvz with m the electron mass.
Ek =Ik -t W is the energy transfer in the collision, dfk(Q)/dW is the W S of the target, and Q = (Ka0l2 where fiK is the momentum transfer. The limits on Q, which are determined by conservation of energy and momentum, can be approximated by ary electrons, we use recent measurements of total cross sections for ejection of electrons from water by protonslo to Qmin = -4 -RT augment the differential ionization data in evaluating the and higher-order coefficients in our model. This approach is facilitated by the use of a simple analytic function for the dependence of the higher-order coefficients on secondary-elec-where terms of order ( m E k / M n 2 and higher have been neglected. ' Calculation of the GOS requires accurate wave functions for both the bound and continuum states of the target, which are not currently available for most molecular targets. Hence, approximations to the result given in Eq. ( 1 ) are needed. Once such approximation was derived by Bethe,' who recognized that the dipole part of the Coulomb interaction predominates in collisions with small momentum transfer. Hence, cross sections for small energy loss by fast charged particles are closely related to photoabsorption by the target. This relationship is seen more clearly by using the methods discussed by Inokuti7 to rewrite Eq. ( 1 ) in the form where dfk/d W is the partial optical oscillator strength for ejection of an electron with energy W by photoionization of the k 'h subshell of the target, and O(Ek/T) denotes terms in the Bethe expansion that are of order Ek/T and higher.
Since bk ( W) is independent of projectile properties, SDCS data at a single ion energy can in principle be use to evaluate by the equation when the secondary-electron energy is sufficiently low to neglect the terms of order Ek/T. These empirical coefficients can then be used to predict the cross sections for ejection of low-energy electrons by bare ions and electrons at any energy for which the Bethe theory is valid. We have found this to be an efficient and accurate method for extrapolating differential ionization data.-
The results of this procedure are, of course, very sensitive to experimental error in the differential ionization data used in Eq. (6). The effect of random error can be reduced by averaging results obtained for be,, ( W) with SDCS data at several proton energies; however, systematic errors may still be significant. Hence, it is desirable to have other types of experimental data to aid in determination of the model coefficients. Total ionization cross sections are most helpful in this regard since they are sensitive to the low-energy part of the secondary-electron spectrum. Stopping power data is also useful, but less sensitive to the details of the spectrum at low secondary-electron energy.
Use of moments of the secondary-electron spectrum to improve estimates of the Bethe coefficients is facilitated by two analytic properties of b( W) . First, an approximate highenergy limit forb( W) can be calculated from the behavior of the GOS at large energy transfer, where values of Q in the neighborhood of Ek /R predominate in Eq. ( 5). In this region, a binary encounter approximation (BEA) to the GOS is adequate, '' and by following the algebra outlined by Inokuti7 one can show that b( W) is approximately equal to where nk is the number of electrons in the k th subshell and Uk is their average kinetic energy. If Bethe coefficients deduced from experimental data converge to this semiclassical limit, then we can make a smooth transition between the Bethe-Born approximation at low secondary-electron energy and the BEA at large W. A model of SDCS over the whole range of secondary-electron energies is essential for accurate evaluation of moments of the spectrum.
The second analytic property of b( W) that is useful in evaluation of total cross sections and stopping power is the fact that the ratio b /b is well represented by a power series in the variable W/( W + I, ), where I, is the lowest ionization potential of the target.13 This provides a simple functional form for the dependence of higher-order coefficients on secondary-electron energy. The parameters of this function can be varied to simultaneously optimize agreement with SDCS, total ionization cross sections, and stopping power.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bethe coefficients deduced from SDCS for ionization of water vapor by high-energy protons9 and electrons1' are shown in Figs. 1 (A) and 1 (B) . The solid curve shows the fit to only the proton-impact data (open symbols) obtained with the function where bo(W) is given by Eq. (7) with Uk =gIk and X = W/( W + I, ) . The constraint is placed on the fitting parameters so that the functional representation of b( W) converges to the semiclassical limit as Wincreases. This limit is shown by the dashed line in Fig.   1 (B) . The error bars indicate the uncertainty in be,, ( W) that results from a f 20% uncertainty in the proton-impact SDCS. Larger uncertainty is expected for secondary-electron energies below 10 eV. The fitting parameters c,, c,, c,, and g were also optimized for agreement with total cross sections for ejection of electrons from water by protons with energy between 0.5 and 5 MeV1' and with the contribution of ionization to the stopping power of protons in water vapor. These results are shown in Fig. 2 . Values of the adjusta- The ionization component of stopping power was obtained by subtracting the contribution of discrete excitations from the total stopping power calculated by the Bethe formula with a mean excitation energy of 71.6 eV.19 Since the contribution to the stopping power from excitation of discrete levels is small for proton energies above 0.5 MeV,20 the uncertainty of these estimates of the contribution to stopping power from ionizing collisions is about 5%. target. Hence, we have made the additional assumption that the ratio b /bo is independent of subshell. This assumption is not needed for calculations of total ionization cross sections. In Fig. 2 , one can see that although the calculations of total ionization cross sections with optimum choice of the adjustable parameters are within experimental uncertainty, calculated values are slightly less than experiment. lo Hence, these experimental data are most consistent with the larger values of b, ? ( W ) for secondary-electron energies below 50 eV. electron^.'^.'^ In these calculations, b( W) was obtained by multiplying the polynomial representation of b /bo that gave optimum agreement with the proton-impact ionization data by a BEA that includes electron exchange. '' The structures that are present in the calculations at low secondary-electron energy result from structure in the photoabsorption data fo? the three lowest ionization continuua of H2 0, as discussed by Tuckwell and Kimz1 for the N2 molecule. Their position and magnitude are very sensitive to the uncertainty in partial optical oscillator strengths near Vibrational states that are neglected in our model probably tend to deemphasize the importance of these structures in the secondaryelectron spectrum. The error bars illustrate an experimental uncertainty of f 12%. Measurements at secondary-electron energies less than 15 eV have larger uncertainty that approaches f 50% for 2 eV secondary electrons. l5 The broad structure in our calculations that has a maximum for secondary-electron energies near 20 eV results from a maximum of b( W) in this energy range. From the results shown in Fig. 1 (B) , it is clear that better agreement with electron-impact SDCS could be achieved by using Bethe coefficients deduced from 1 MeV proton-impact SDCS rather than the b( W) that optimizes agreement with all of the available proton-impact ionization data. Systematic variations in be,, ( W) with proton energy could result from our neglect of terms of order E,/T in the Bethe expansion or from ionization mechanisms that are not included in the first Born approximation, e.g., charge transfer to continuum states.25 However, since these effects decrease with increasing proton energy,26 be,, ( W ) deduced from the highest-energy-proton data should give the best agreement with the electron-impact SDCS. We do not observe this to be the case and therefore tend to attribute the discrepancy between our model calculations and the electron-impact SDCS data for secondary electrons with energy near 25 eV to systematic experimental error in measurements of secondary electron spectra. This discrepancy could also be related to the BEA component of our model in the following way. Although we observe convergence of the experimentally deduced Bethe coefficients to results expected from a BEA as the secondary-electron energy approaches 100 eV [see Fig. 1 (B) 1, the binary-encounter theory for proton-impact ionization systematically underestimates the measured SDCS at large secondary-electron energies by 10% to 15%. Hence, the larger values of b ( W) for small W that give the best agreement with total ionization cross sections and stopping power may be compensating for a deficiency in the BEA for calculating proton-impact SDCS at large secondary-electron energies.
As the primary-electron energy increases, a significant discrepancy between our model and the electron-impact data develops near the minimum in the cross section (i.e., when the two electrons in the final state have nearly equal energy). This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 4 , which compares our calculations with the electron-impact differential ionization data on a plot that emphasizes the large-energytransfer part of the secondary-electron spectrum. This discrepancy between the predictions of our model and the experimental electron-impact SDCS is somewhat dependent on how electron exchange is treated in the BEA1'; however, it may also be due to difficulties in measuring the rather small cross sections in this energy region. Preliminary experiments suggest that a more complete suppression of spurious electrons will further decrease the measured cross sections in the neighborhood of their minimum value.
The peak in the experimental 2 keV electron-impact data for secondary electrons with energy near 500 eV is due to Auger electrons that are not included in our model. The sharp discontinuities in the calculated results are due to turning off individual subshells when ejection of a secondary electron with energy W results in an energy loss that is greater than the primary-electron energy.
Figure 5 compares calculated total cross sections for ionization of water by electron impact with the data of Schutten et a1.17 These data were not used in the optimization procedure, and the fact that our calculations are systematically larger than Schutten's data reflects the influence of the more recent proton-impact total cross section measurements1° on our model. Nevertheless, for electron energies above 0.4 keV, the agreement is still within the estimated experimental error of 15%. The systematic divergence of the calculated total cross sections from the experimental data for electrons with energy less than 0.4 keV is probably a good indicator of the limit of applicability of our model as the velocity of the projectile decreases.
Incorporation of the optical oscillator strengths for fragmentation of H 2 0 by photoionization22 allows us to Table I . Our result for the H + channel is only half as great as the result for the OH + channel in contrast to Schutten's data, which gives a branching ratio of H + that is somewhat larger than the branching ratio for OH + . Our result is a consequence of the small oscillator strengths for production of H + when the energy transfer is less than 30 eV. In this region of energy transfer, oscillator strengths for production of H + are about 30% of the oscillator strengths for production of OH+. Preliminary results obtained with high-energy protons tend to support the model predictions (DuBois, private communication).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a semiempirical model for calculating cross sections, differential in the energy of secondary electrons, for ionization of atomic and molecular targets by high-velocity bare ions and electrons. In this paper, we reexamine the application of the model to water vapor in light of new totallo and differentialI5 cross section measurements. The model is based on evaluation of coefficients, which are independent of the projectile, in Bethe's asymptotic expansion of the first Born approximation1.' through the use of p h o t o a b~~r p t i o n~~~~-~~ and proton-impa~t~,'~ ionization data. An analytic function suggested by Dillon and Inokuti" is used to represent the dependence of the Bethe coefficients on secondary-electron energy. This allows us to optimize agreement with total ionization cross sections and stopping power data, while fitting the Bethe coefficients deduced from differential ionization data: This is particularly important for water vapor since experimental difficulties enhance the uncertainty of SDCS at low secondary-electron energies.
However, this approach makes the optimum b ( W ) somewhat dependent on approximations used to calculate SDCS for ejection of high-energy secondary electrons. In this region of the spectrum, we have used a BEA,I8 which gives results slightly less than the measured proton-impact SDCS, but nevertheless agrees with these data to within the estimates of experimental uncertainty. The analytic representation of Bethe coefficients that gave the best agreement with the available data on ionization of water by high-energy protons was then used to predict SDCS ionization of water by fast electron^'^,'^ (as well as total and dissociative ionization cross sections17). Generally, for primary electrons with 500 eV or greater energy, agreement between model calculations and experimental data is within estimates of experimental uncertainty; however, some significant differences were found. For secondary electrons with energy between 25 and 50 eV, the model predicts SDCS that are slightly larger than the experimental data.15.16 As the primary-electron energy increases, the model predicts results that are considerably smaller than experimental SDCS15 when the two electrons in the final state have approximately equal energy. Finally, the model predicts a branching ratio for H + production that is about half that observed experimentally.17 The sources of these discrepancies are unknown at present and deserve further theoretical and experimental investigation. In addition to providing a means for extending the data base of differential ionization cross sections, our model also tests the internal consistency of related ionization measurements (i.e., SDCS, total ionization cross sections, stopping power, etc.). Our analysis does not reveal any major inconsistencies among these data for water vapor.
